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FDL Drum Lifter
Instructions

DRUM LIFTER  Model FDL
The Model FDL Drum Lifter features a spring loaded design to hold single, lever-locked fiber and steel 
rimmed drums securely in place. Adjusts to handle diameters from 18.5" to 26" (47 to 66 cm). All steel 
construction with durable powder coat black finish.

IMPORTANT: Read the instructions before installing or operating this system. If you require any further 
information or assistance, please contact our customer service department at extension 226.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
 1. Drum must be closed with lid and ring properly sealed
 2. To open, pull handles outward until fully extended (internal spring
  will retract lifter against drum’s metal chime)
 3. Position lifter on drum (grippers must seat themselves under ring)
 4. Attach hook to top of lifter. When using with a fork lift, attach
  to our fork mounted hook FDL-FA (sold separately).
 5. Verify drum is secure and move to desired location
 CAUTION: Maximum capacity rating of 1200 lbs (544kg)

FORK LIFT ADAPTER
Model FDL-FA (sold separately)
 1. Slide onto single fork
 2. Hand tighten screw clamp
 3. Attach hook to the top of the drum lifter

Safety Features:
> Adjustable T-handle keeps adapter from sliding off fork
> Safety style clasp secures fork mounted hook to drum lifter

NOTE: Drum rim must be within 1" (25.4mm) of the top of the 
drum. Content weight must not exceed drum manufacturers’ 
packing limit.

WARNING! Overhead crushing hazard. Keep area 
below drum clear of any personnel. Ensure drums are 
free from damage, such as moisture or gashes, that 
could weaken the drum and cause it to collapse.

DRUM LIFTER Model FDL

DRUM LIFTER shown with optional
FDL-FA easily & quickly lifts drums with- 
out hydraulic or electric connections
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